Case Study

Scalefusion helped Technomedicare in improving employee productivity
and reducing operational costs.

About the Company
Technomedicare was founded in 2017 by Prof.Dr.Orhan, an Emergency Medicine
Specialist. Within a short period of time, it gained attention with its emergency
medicine device and software projects. The company produces devices and
software projects under Gazi Technopark’s umbrella and also provides training and
consultancy services.

Business Goals
Technomedicare is known for its technological advances that shape the future of
emergency patient care, including virtual reality, artificial intelligence, augmented
reality, and telehealth services. Through their projects, they seek to overcome the
challenges faced in clinical practice by technological developments. They work
with leading companies in the field of technology in the world. They aim to deliver
uninterrupted medical services to their clients by ensuring optimum health and
proper management of their medical devices.

Challenges
Technomedicare was looking for a kiosk solution that could give them a 360-degree
view of the devices and endpoints. They were also facing problems in managing their
device fleet remotely. They struggled to implement over-the-air content and updates,
which was one of their most critical requirements. Furthermore, establishing proper
team communication on digital devices presented another obstacle that prompted
them to search for an MDM solution.
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Industry-leading UEM provider
with simplified and intuitive
mobile device management
experience
Easy to configure, deploy, and
upgrade devices and apps across
the entire lifecycle
Leading choice for a scalable
solution with multi-OS support
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Solution
Technomedicare trusted Scalefusion to solve their challenges and it was just the right fit for them. They achieve end-to-end control
of their remote devices and were able to push important updates as well as over-the-air content with the Remote Control and
Content Management features. Scalefusion’s Kiosk Lockdown feature helped them to make the devices mission-centric, while
having a clear view of their entire device fleet on the dashboard. Furthermore, the team could connect and collaborate seamlessly
with each other with the Team Communication Suite.
The support team at Technomedicare was successful in providing any remote assistance using Scalefusion Remote Cast and
Control. This helped in reducing the device downtime, saving on critical IT resources while the devices were out on the field.
Technomedicare was able to utilize the powerful features of Scalefusion MDM with absolutely no setup cost involved. All these
synchronized just right to establish secure device management for the company.

Key Results
Working with Scalefusion has brought out the following proven results for Technomedicare:
•
•
•

Secure device management
Smooth team communication and collaboration
Efficient management of remotely operating devices

Testimonial
“The biggest struggle for us was to remotely control and manage the devices. With Scalefusion, we
were able to establish secure remote management for our entire device fleet.”
- Hasan Basri, Computer Engineer, Technomedicare.
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